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Store, search and share medical records
with doctors and attorneys
The Challenge When a person is involved in an accident they must obtain medical records from multiple
providers and deliver them to numerous attorneys
and insurance companies. This process, which seems
straightforward, is actually very time consuming,
tedious, and confusing for patients.

Obtaining records often requires several trips to
various hospitals and doctors’ offices, where numerous forms must be filled out and submitted. Assuming
the requests make it where they need to go, patients
must wait for the records to be delivered and then
copy and deliver the records to all parties involved.
These records often never arrive, requiring the patient to repeat the process.

The Solution YuuviBear streamlines the process of acquiring and sharing
medical files, allowing patients to gather and distribute the required documents
from the comfort of their home. By accessing the YuuviBear website, patients
can search for record release forms from each hospital or provider. Once the
records have been received, patients can upload them to the YuuviBear website where they can be shared with attorneys, insurance companies, and other
medical professionals. Using yuuvis® Ultimate, YuuviBear not only uploads,
stores, and retrieves medical files, but allows patients to run a search query for
files that contain specific metadata, so they can share the correct information
with the right recipient.
Furthermore, doctors and attorneys can use YuuviBear to request files from
patients. Once granted access by the patient, the requesting professional can
view and download the necessary documents.

Benefits:
• Download medical record
requests from multiple hospitals
and doctors’ offices at the click
of a button
• Upload medical files to be
shared with the attorneys,
doctors, and insurance
companies of your choice
• Search for specific files by
content
• Allow doctors, insurance
companies, and attorneys to
request the files they need
• Be certain that important records
are received in a timely manner
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